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MISSION

To help the international

community

develop their TVET capabilities

and

extend the brand name of ITE

globally

VISION

To be a global partner of choice

in Technical and Vocational

Education and Training
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Chairman’s Message

ITEES was established in 2003 in an effort to commercialise the technical

expertise and intellectual property of the Institute of Technical Education (ITE),

as well as to support the international community in developing their Technical

and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) capabilities through

partnerships and international cooperation.

Since then, ITEES has grown into a global partner of choice providing TVET

consultancy and training services to governments and organisations in 25

countries across Asia, the Middle East, Africa and Latin America, and has

made significant contributions to skills development worldwide.

Despite an overall slowdown in global economic conditions in 2015, the

demand for skills has remained strong, especially among developing and

emerging economies seeking to provide better employment opportunities for

their people. With its ability to draw upon Singapore’s and ITE’s successes

and experiences in this area, ITEES is well placed to support its international

partners in the development of their TVET capabilities and pursuit of economic

and social development.

I am confident that ITEES will continue to enjoy sustainable growth and expand

its international cooperation projects in the years ahead.

WONG LIN HONG
Chairman, Board of Directors
ITE Education Services Pte Ltd
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Chief Executive Officer’s Message

2015 has been a challenging but eventful year for ITEES. Slump in global oil

prices and slowing global growth rates have affected the ability of some of our

overseas partners to finance their planned projects. Unpredictable changes in

social and political environments of partner countries continued to hamper the

smooth progress of existing projects. In spite of these challenging factors, we

continued to enlarge our global network of partners through new collaborations

in China, India, Latin America and the Middle East, as well as strengthen

existing partnerships in Southeast Asia and Africa. In particular, we have made

good progress on one of our flagship projects, the Singapore-Myanmar

Vocational Training Institute, which will be officially opened in June 2016.

We have also harnessed synergies with like-minded local partners who share

in our passion for TVET capability development and international cooperation.

Through collaborations with Temasek Foundation and the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs, we have successfully conducted multilateral TVET capability building

programmes for TVET personnel from all over the world.

As we continuously strive to improve our organisational effectiveness, service

delivery and accountability to our partners, we have restructured our business

operations to allow our teams to develop greater operating knowledge of our

business market in order to serve the needs of our partners more effectively.

We have also put in place a risk management framework to govern our analysis

and assessment of projects so as to mitigate business, operational, and

personal risk for our stakeholders and our consultants.

Our core areas of consultancy – TVET Leadership, Infrastructure, Curriculum,

Pedagogy, Technology Skills, Quality Assurance and Certification

Development – have continued to enable our partners to raise their labour

productivity, increase the employability of their youths and adults, improve their

social cohesiveness and enhance their economic and business

competitiveness.

Looking ahead to 2016, we hope to continue to be a choice partner for more

countries to transform their TVET systems and transform the Lives of their

people.

TAN SENG HUA
Chief Executive Officer
ITE Education Services Pte Ltd
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Organisation Chart

as at 31 March 2016

TED TAN
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Business Strategy

Prior to FY2015, ITEES operated through four business units – Consultancy,

Customised Programmes, Licensing, and Skills Accreditation. This structure

had served us well in our formative years, due to the need to quickly build up

a suite of TVET services to meet the needs of our partners. As we continue to

grow our business operations and expand our reach into new markets, it is

imperative to build up region-specific expertise to better cater to the needs of

different countries and partners. Together with the need to establish strong

client relationships through the provision of a single touchpoint, ITEES has

therefore restructured its business units according to the following market

segments:

Understanding Market Needs
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Total TVET Solution Consultancy

In accordance with the strategic shift towards a region-centric business

approach, and to allow our regional business units to assume stronger

ownership of our services right through to implementation, ITEES has identified

six core services that constitute a complete suite of TVET consultancy solutions,

which can be tailored to the specific needs of our partners.

Strategic Partnerships for Greater Impact

ITEES has enjoyed strong partnerships with local government and non-

governmental organisations such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) and

Temasek Foundation (TF). Through these partnerships, we share a common

vision to maximise the impact of our capability building programmes for the

development of TVET in multiple partner countries through knowledge transfer.

We have conducted numerous train-the-trainer and TVET leadership

development programmes for our partners in support of and in conjunction with

inter-governmental cooperation initiatives.

Business Strategy
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Highlights & Key Achievements

CHINA
TVET Leadership and Capability Development

ITEES’ engagements with provincial governments in China through the training

of TVET Leaders and Master Trainers remains a key approach in ITEES’

business strategy. In 2015, ITEES trained a total of 78 Leaders and 108 Master

Trainers from various provinces in China, who subsequently went on to train

another 320 Leaders and 370 Trainers. Besides training of TVET personnel,

ITEES also has a licensing project with a private school in Shanghai offering

the Nitec International course in Precision Engineering.

Sichuan Provincial Education DepartmentHebei Provincial Education Department

Wuhan Municipal Education Bureau
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CHINA
Dalian, Liaoning Province

Port of Dalian, a listed company in China, is in the process of setting up a post-

secondary TVET school in Dalian, Liaoning Province. Through its appointed

agent, SINGCHINA International Educulture Training Pte Ltd, Port of Dalian

hosted a visit for ITEES in Dalian to discuss how they expressed interest in

engaging ITEES could support the development of TVET school through the

training and consultancy services in the following areas:

Training and Consultancy services on TVET infrastructure development;

Leadership and Pedagogy Training for management staff and trainers;

Technical and Life Skills Training for trainers; and

Licensing of relevant Nitec / Higher Nitec (International) courses at Port

of Dalian.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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MALAYSIA
Ministry of Youth and Sports

In 2015, ITEES successfully

trained 59 TVET Leaders and

Master Trainers from the Ministry

of Youth and Sports in Malaysia.

This collaboration subsequently

benefited another 166 Leaders

and Master Trainers in Malaysia

through further sharing and

multiplier training.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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INDONESIA
Djarum Foundation

Djarum Foundation (DF), the

corporate social responsibility arm

of PT Djarum, runs SMK Wisudha

Karya Kudus, a school in Central

Java, Indonesia. The school offers

six courses in Culinary Arts, Textile

Art and Design, Computer and ICT

Techniques, Machinery, Marine

Engineering Studies, and Nautical

Studies for Commercial Shipping.

DF has expressed keen interest to work with ITEES on consultancy and

licensing of the Offshore & Marine Engineering programme at SMK Wisudha

Karya Kudus, and has invited ITEES for a visit in May 2016. ITEES is

concurrently planning a study visit to Singapore for SMK’s trainers.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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INDONESIA
Ministry of Education and Culture

ITEES is developing a project with the Ministry of Education and Culture

(MOEC), Indonesia to upgrade 300 vocational schools in Indonesia. ITEES

expects to host a delegation from MOEC in May 2016.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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MYANMAR
Singapore-Myanmar Vocational Training Institute (SMVTI)

As part of the bilateral cooperation between Singapore and Myanmar, ITEES

was engaged by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA), Singapore in November

2013 to establish and operate a vocational training institute in Yangon,

Myanmar. The Singapore-Myanmar Vocational Training Institute (SMVTI)

aims to support the skilled manpower needs of the Hospitality & Tourism (H&T)

and Engineering & Technology (E&T) industries in Myanmar. In the long run,

the SMVTI is expected to be handed over to the Myanmar Government and

operated by local SMVTI staff who are currently understudying the leadership

team from ITE.

Singapore-Myanmar Vocational Training Institute

Highlights & Key Achievements

10 Courses in 4 Schools (800 students per year)
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MYANMAR
Singapore-Myanmar Vocational Training Institute (SMVTI)

As a turnkey project consultant, ITEES assisted in the planning and

development of the SMVTI which included the establishment of a SMVTI

Charter, setting up of a Board of Institute and a Management Committee to

provide strategic guidance and policy directions for the institute, development

of organisation structure and academic framework. Throughout the entire 2015,

ITEES worked closely with MFA-appointed architects and contractors to

oversee the refurbishment of the entire campus, including the design and

setting up of training facilities and classrooms. In addition, ITEES procured

and shipped the entire set of training equipment and furniture and carried out

recruitment and training of academic and administrative staff. Three ITEES

staff were also deployed to SMVTI to manage the operations of the institute

and to train the Myanmar staff who will eventually take over the running of the

Institute.

In September and November 2015, SMVTI took in its inaugural batch of 400

students, comprising 160 H&T students and 240 E&T students respectively. In

February 2016, 135 H&T students graduated and were awarded with a

Certificate of Competency, resulting in a 84% student success rate.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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INDIA
Rajasthan – Centre of Excellence for Tourism Training in Udaipur

ITEES made good progress in the establishment of a Centre of Excellence for

Tourism Training at Udaipur, Rajasthan. Since the signing of an MOU between

the governments of Rajasthan and Singapore on 5 August 2015, the following

project activities have been carried out:

An on-site Curriculum

Planning and Adaptation

activity was conducted in

October 2015 to fine-tune

the curriculum and finalise

the academic structure.

A Campus Planning and

Development Workshop

conducted in both Singapore

and Rajasthan was

successfully completed in

February 2016.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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INDIA
West Bengal – World Class Education Hub in Kolkata

In January 2016, B. D. Bangur Endowment, a private foundation set up by the

Chairman of Graphite India Limited, signed a Collaboration Agreement with

ITEES during the Bengal Global Business Summit 2016 for the development

of a World-Class Education Hub focusing on TVET in the Howrah district of

Kolkata city.

Upon completion, the Education Hub aims to reach out to a large pool of

unskilled youths in West Bengal, providing training in both soft and hard skills

for 6,000 students annually.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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SRI LANKA
Ministry of Skills Development and Vocational Training

In August 2015, under a tripartite collaboration, between Sri Lanka’s Ministry

of Youth Affairs and Skills Development, Singapore’s Temasek Foundation and

ITEES, ITEES successfully trained 119 Master Trainers through a Master

Trainers Pedagogy Programme aimed at strengthening the pedagogical

competencies of TVET trainers in Sri Lanka. An additional 531 TVET trainers

also benefited through multiplier training programmes conducted by the 119

Master Trainers.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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PANAMA
Setting up of a Higher Technical Institute in Panama City

At the request of H.E. Juan Carlos Varela, President of the Republic of

Panama, ITEES is assisting the Panama Ministry of Education to set up a

Higher Technical Institute (Instituto Técnico Superior del Este - ITSE) in

Tocumen, Panama City. The ITSE aims to train up to 5,000 students per year

to prepare them for the job market and for progression to technical degree

programmes at the Technological University of Panama (Universidad

Tecnológica de Panamá).

ITEES has since conducted two workshops for Panamanian government

officials involved in the project: An Infrastructure Development Workshop in

April 2015 and a TVET Executive Workshop in February 2016. In the pipeline

is a Strategic Development Workshop for senior project leaders scheduled for

April 2016. Moving forward, ITEES will continue to collaborate with the

Panama government to provide further consultancy services such as train-the-

trainer programmes and setting up of training facilities.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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NIGERIA
Upgrading of 3 Skills Acquisition Centres in Nasarawa State

ITEES successfully completed the procurement of four shipments of training

equipment for courses in Microcomputer Installation and Maintenance,

Residential Electrical Installation and Maintenance, Residential Air-

conditioning Installation and Maintenance, and Residential Plumbing

Installation and Maintenance for the Nasarawa State Government in June 2015.

The equipment items are expected to support skills training in Skills Acquisition

Centres in Lafia, Doma, and Wamba in Nasarawa State, Nigeria.

ITEES will be sending a project team to provide further consultancy services in

the design and setting up of workshops at these Skills Acquisition Centres in

September 2016. These include an on-site technical assessment, further

support for installation and commissioning, and planning for future Train-The-

Trainer programmes.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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NIGERIA
Model Skills Training Centre (MSTC) in Abuja

ITEES has assisted the Nigerian Industrial Training Fund (ITF) since 2008 in

the setting up of a Model Skills Training Centre (MSTC) in Abuja, Nigeria. The

MSTC was opened in September 2011 and offered five programmes leading

to a Nitec International qualification – Info-Communications Technology,

Electronics, Mechatronics, Facilities Technology, and Culinary Skills. There

are about 300 students currently enrolled in MSTC.

In March 2016, ITEES successfully completed the certification examination for

172 MSTC students with an overall passing rate of 80%. Following these

results, another 44 students are expected to graduate from their programmes,

adding to the inaugural batch of 30 students that graduated from MSTC in

2014.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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TANZANIA
Developing a Mechatronics (Oil & Gas) Course in Dar Es Salaam

ITEES was engaged by British Gas Tanzania to provide TVET consultancy

services to the Vocational and Education Training Authority (VETA) of

Tanzania in the development of a new Mechatronics (Oil & Gas) course in Dar

Es Salaam. In July 2015, a team of consultants from ITEES conducted an on-

site Survey and Technical Assessment. Based on the recommendations and

specifications in ITEES’s report, VETA is currently constructing a new training

centre to host the Mechatronics programme.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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Multilateral Cooperation
Ministry of Foreign Affairs – Singapore Cooperation Programme

Since 2007, ITEES has worked with MFA through the Singapore Cooperation

Programme (SCP) to share Singapore’s experiences in TVET with developing

countries. In 2015, ITEES conducted three runs of the TVET programme for 71

political & institutional leaders from various developing countries. Altogether,

ITEES has conducted more than 20 runs of the programme for a total of 880

participants from 25 countries.

Highlights & Key Achievements
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Multilateral Cooperation
Temasek Foundation

Since 2009, ITEES has built a close partnership with Temasek Foundation (TF)

in capability development of TVET personnel for Asia. In FY2015, ITEES trained

a total of 165 TVET leaders and 947 TVET trainers in collaboration with TF.

CUMULATIVE NO. OF LEADERS & TRAINERS TRAINED SINCE 2009

As of 31 Mar 2016, ITEES and TF have carried out a total of 22 capability

development projects worth a total of S$13m. Fourteen of these projects have

been successfully concluded, with the remaining 8 progressing well. A total of

1,787 Leaders and Trainers had been trained with some 7,242 leaders and

trainers benefited from the multiplier training conducted by the trained participants.

ITEES is currently developing two new TF projects for implementation in the next

two years.
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Countries Impacted (since 2003)

Bangladesh India Mozambique Saudi Arabia

Brunei Indonesia Myanmar South Africa

Cambodia Jordan Nigeria Sri Lanka

China Lao PDR Panama Tanzania

Colombia Malaysia Philippines Thailand

Congo Mauritius Russia Vietnam

Highlights & Key Achievements
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Organisational Excellence

Updating Corporate Policy and Procedure

As part of our vision to become a global partner of choice in TVET consultancy,

we are constantly striving to improve our corporate policies and processes to

support this goal. In FY2015, we put in place two operational frameworks in

Data Protection and Risk Management to align our business operations with

national standards and best practices.

Data Protection Framework

In line with the Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA) 2012, ITEES instituted a

Data Protection Framework to govern its operations and dealings with partner

organisations, clients and the public. The Data Protection Framework is

administered by the Finance & Admin Manager with the support of the

respective Regional Managers, who are responsible for ensuring that ITEES

employees comply with the data protection principles, policies and processes

outlined in the framework.

Risk Management Framework

In November 2015, ITEES instituted a Risk Management Framework in order

to mitigate business risks in regional business units’ assessment and

undertaking of potential collaborations and projects. These include minimising

financial loss or disruptions to business operations, safeguarding the

reputations and intellectual property of ITE and ITEES, and protecting ITEES

staff, consultants as well as training participants from liabilities, harm or injury

in the course of attending training.
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Fulfilling Social Responsibilities

To allow our work to impact the wider ITE community, ITEES has made regular donations

to support ITE students in financial need, as well as their participation in ITE’s Global

Education Programmes (GEP). The latest contribution of S$460,000 was made in

December 2015 and to-date, ITEES has donated to ITE a total of S$4.31m. Through

these donations, ITEES has provided financial assistance to over 1,800 needy ITE

students and supported over 5,700 ITE students’ participation in the GEP.
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Looking Ahead

Coping with Challenges Ahead

2015 was a year that saw increased operating costs alongside a challenging

external business environment. Key challenges encountered were:

Slowdown in global economic growth resulting in adjustments and reductions

to national budgets and public spending on training.

Plunge in global oil prices affecting the plans of major oil-producing countries

to pursue projects with ITEES.

Continuing uncertainty in the political and social environments of developing

countries resulting in frequent delays, cancellations and pre-mature

terminations of ITEES projects.

Global health and safety epidemics such as Ebola, Middle Eastern Respiratory

Syndrome (MERS), and the Zika virus also affected ITEES’ business activities

in the affected regions.

While some of these external conditions are unlikely to abate in 2016, ITEES

is nonetheless developing a number of new mega projects and introducing new

strategies for 2016 and beyond to prepare itself for the next phase of

sustainable growth.
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Priorities & Initiatives for 2016

China

ITEES plans to adopt a 2-pronged strategy in its business approach for China.

Firstly, we plan to proactively engage the Central Government through TVET

seminars for political leaders and policy makers to increase mindshare, and by

working with individual provincial education bureaus to roll out specific projects

for the training of TVET personnel. Due to recent tightening of international

travel policy for senior Chinese government officials, ITEES plans to conduct

these seminars and training programmes in China instead.

Besides capability development, ITEES plans to expand its existing licensing

agreements to include new courses such as Hairdressing, Beauty and Spa in

partnership with new TVET schools in Jining, Luoyang and Chengdu.

India: Rajasthan

The Centre of Excellence for Tourism Training (CETT) is expected to

commence operations in December 2016. Prior to which, ITEES will focus on

completing the following activities:

Train-The-Trainers (Technical & Pedagogy)

Leaders and Management Training

Installation and Commissioning of Workshops

Looking Ahead
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India: Varanasi

ITEES expects to host a visit by Shri Piyush Goyal, Minister of State

(independent charge) for Power, Coal, New and Renewable Energy in May

2016. ITEES also plans to engage the Chairman of Khadi & Village Industries

Commission (KVIC), who will be part of the delegation, on the prospect of

setting up skills centres in Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh. If negotiations are

successful, this will be ITEES’s first project in the state of Uttar Pradesh.

Indonesia: Kendal Industrial Park (KIP)

ITEES plans to engage KIP through IE Singapore to explore opportunities for

collaboration. Located in Semarang, Central Java, KIP is a joint venture

between PT Jababeka and Sembcorp Industries.

Myanmar: SMVTI project

ITEES will be renewing the contract with MFA for the continuation of

consultancy services for the development and operation of SMVTI.

Deployment of consultants to run the institute and training of Myanmar staff to

prepare them to eventually take over the management and operation of SMVTI

will be the key focus for ITEES in this milestone project. At the same time,

ITEES will undertake a new assignment from MFA to develop and manage a

Singapore Internship Programme for top SMVTI graduates.

Sri Lanka

ITEES plans to implement a second TF-funded project for Sri Lanka Ministry

of Skills Development and Vocational Training. The proposed project entails

the training of 60 TVET Academic Leaders through a Leaders Training

Workshop, aimed at enhancing the leadership and management skills of TVET

Academic Leaders in Sri Lanka. Another 300 leaders are expected to benefit

from this programme through a series of multiplier training sessions to be

conducted by the trained participants.

Looking Ahead
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Joint Projects with Temasek Foundation: Cambodia, Vietnam, Brunei,

Philippines, China, Sri Lanka and Kazakhstan

ITEES plans to introduce new programmes such as specialized Train-the-

Trainer (Technical) programmes for different partners in Brunei, Cambodia,

China, the Philippines and Sri Lanka. ITEES is also exploring the possibility of

launching similar programmes for Kazakhstan and Mongolia.

Multilateral Cooperation: Singapore Leadership Programme

ITEES plans to launch a new TVET Leadership Programme targeted at political

leaders and policy makers, covering strategic topics on skills development and

the role of TVET in economic and social development. The programme will

also draw from Singapore’s and ITE’s successes and experiences in TVET

transformation and Singapore’s economic development journey.

In-Country TVET Seminars

ITEES plans to conduct short in-country seminars in markets such as China,

Indonesia and Saudi Arabia, to raise awareness of ITE’s experiences in TVET

transformation, as well as to share best practices and create new opportunities

for international collaboration.

Looking Ahead


